
If filing a complaint, submit the following by Thursday, April 20, 2023 at 4:00 pm:

This Election Complaint Form via Hornet Hub

The required $25 deposit (per filed complaint) to the ASI Government Office in University Union, 3rd Floor, room 3250

ATTENTION: PLEASE SEE SECTION IX AND X
OF THE ASI ELECTIONS CODE BEFORE COMPLETING

**Please note that any eligible student voter may file an Election Complaint

2023 ASI Elections Complaint Form

Submitted By: Isabella Jimenez, on 4/14/2023 11:46:01 AM

Isabella

Jimenez

Hello,
I am fileing a complaint due to my running mate’s, Nikitia Akuhumov, violation of the election codes area H (No other candidate shall
interfere with another candidate’s effort to campaign). On Thursday, during the last push for votes, I was constantly cut off while talking
to potential voters by Nikita’s Volunteer, Austin. As I would talk to potential voters, his volunteer would yell out “there are other
candidates” and “Vote for Nikita”       On top of this would come in and intervene during my pitch with potential voters and start giving
their speech. On top of all this, as I and the other candidate for SSIS ,Lillian Wese, were starting to introduce ourselves to another
candidate, his volunteer would run (not speed walk) infront of us and start giving their pitch. The both of them would directly intervene as
I was talking to students. 

I believe this falls under 2 election code violations: Area F,section 2 for harrasment and Area H for interference with campaigning. I
believe this is harrasment as well for getting yelled at as I was campaigning and for surrounding me as I was talking to students and
completely overshadowed my campaign. 

To clarify, I would not be writing a complaint if I lost fairly. But this is not the case, I was yelled at and surrounded by Nikita and his
volunteer as I was talking to potential voters. My efforts to campaign were cut off. 

Thank you, Isabella Jimenez. 



** When you have completed this form, please scroll to the top and click to Submit
button**

I was not the only person that Nikitia ans Austin did this too. Lillian Weese, the other candidate also has her campaign hindered,by their
actions. They cut her off as she was introducing herself to other candidates. They had the same actions towards the both of us. 

I  have 3 witnesses: Veronica Bulos, Lillian Weese and Robert Gonzalez who saw them interfering with my  campaign. 

I believe it is harassment to yell at another candidate, I believe it harassment to get uncomfortably close to another candidate and block
them off from potential voters. 
This was direct interference with my campaign, because they intervened as I was talking to students and walk up to my table and try to
hand them their flyers. 
At some point I saw Austin grab a voters phone and manually vote for them. 

I propose As a remedy for disqualification of this very serious election code. 
If this is found to be harrasment, and disqualification is not ensued. Then I would like to see some form of dicisplinary action against
Nikitia. 
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